placed directly across the stream, especially when the velocity of approach is small; but the merit claimed for these weirs, of actually increasing the rate of discharge, and diminishing damage from floods, is inadmissible. The tendency of oblique weirs, like those referred to, is to divert the strongest stream, and consequently the deepest channel, towards the bank on which the upper end of the oblique weir is situated. The sills of overfall weirs are accordingly sometimes formed of two straight lines which make an angle in the centre pointing up stream, or in a curved line convex on the up-stream side (Plate 1, Figs. 2 and 3) . These forms, whilst retaining the advantage of an oblique weir, direct the stream into a central channel. When a lock is situated in the same channel as the weir it has been found advantageous, for the purpose of diminishing eddies and back currents near the lock, to join the side wall of the lock with the oblique weir, starting from the opposite bank, by a short length of weir placed at right angles to the stream. This plan has answered perfectly a t some locks on the river Lot, in France (Plate l, Figs. 4 and 5 ) .
Where the drainage area above the weir is extensive and the fall of the river bed small, an additional outlet has to be provided for the flood waters. This is usually effected by erecting a draw-door weir across a portion of the channel. A draw-door weir is generally constructed of a row of piles driven at regular intervals, the spaces between them being closed by wooden panels which slide down grooves at the sides of the piles, and can be drawn up when required. A fine example of this type of weir was erected across the Thames, a t T'eddington, in 1872 (Plate 1, Figs. 11, 12, and 13) . The weir is placed in a straight line very obliquely to the river; it is divided into four separate bays, and has a total length of 480 feet. Along the three down-stream bays wrought-iron frames are placed at regular intervals. The two central bays, 172 feet 6 inches and 69 feet 9 inches in width, are closed by large drawdoors, which are 6 feet high and ' i feet 4 inches wide, in the upstream bay, formed of plate iron strengthened with angle irons, which slide in vertical grooves at the sides of the frames. The frames carry a foot-bridge; on this there is a tramroad on which a crab runs for lifting the draw-doors. This weir was designed by Mr. Leach, M. Inst. C.E.
In small mill streams an overflow weir is generally placed across the bank where the mill st.ream and the old channel separate; and a draw-door weir is erected in the bank a short distance above the VERNON-HABCOURT ON WEIRS.
[Minutes of mill-gate, to carry off the excess of water when the mill-gate is closed or the river is in flood.
Weirs placed across rivers, for preserving and diverting the water . for irrigation, resemble overfall weirs.
They retain the water during the dry season, and when the river is in flood it flows over the weir. I n India, the natives in former times used to make temporary dams of sand or loose stones, which served to keep back the water when the river was low, and were washed away in the rainy season, so that the work had to be repeated each year. In recent years these weirs, or anicuts as they are termed, have been made more durable (Plate I, Figs. 6 , 7, and 8) . They are generally constructed of dry rubble, concrete, or rubble stone set in cement, protected on the face by pitching or ashlar set in cement. The up-stream side of the anicut is nearly vertical, and the down-stream side has a flat slope terminated at the base by a stone apron, laid on the river bed, to prevent scour. The foundations depend on the nature of tho bed, but usually cross walls of masonry along each foot, and sometime8 down the centre, carried to some depth below the bed of the river, protect the anicut from being undermined. Sluices are provided a t t h e sides for discharging any excess of water, and for removing silt. Some of these anicuts are of great length. The Godavery anicut, consisting of a masonry dam 1 2 feet high, and crossing four separate branches of the river, has a total length of nearly 23 miles ; and the Dehree anicut of the Sone canals, composed chiefly of dry rubble, with three cross walls of masonry, and 8 feet in height, is 2+ miles long. The Okhla anicut is an instance where the foundations of the cross walls have not been carried down lower than the rest of the embankment. Cross sections of some of the principal anicuts erected in India are given in the " Professional Papers o n Indian Engineering ;"l and descriptions of these works aro furnished both in the above publication and in st report, made in 1853, on " The Irrigation Works of the Madras Presidency," by the late Colonel Baird Smith ; and also in the Minutes of Proceedings for 1867-8; where irrigation weirs erected in Spain are described? Some of the irrigation weirs in Northern India, instead of forming a continuous embankment, are built with piers having openings between them of about 10 feet, and the spaces are closed by planks sliding down grooves formed in the sides of the piers. The piers rest on a masonry flooring carried across the river; and the two ends of the weir art: built solid for a certain distance from each bank. The openings are sometimes closed by gates turning on a horizontal axis at the level of the flooring, and held up by chains.' These open weirs are called dams, and somewhat resemble draw-door weirs on a large scale, or M. Thhard's form of movable shutter weir hereafter described. Dams are generally less costly than anicuts ; they interfere less with the normal flow of the river, and prevent the accumulation of silt above the weir.
Waste weirs, known in India as calingulahs, are constructed a t the ends of embankments, or bunds, carried across valleys for forming tanks, or reservoirs, for the purposes of irrigation. A calingulah consists of a wall of rubble masonry into which upright stones are fixed at the top about 3 feet apart (Plate 1, Figs. 9 and 10). The spaces between these upright stones are closed with timber, straw, turf, or rubbish to increase the capacity of the tank when the flow of water is small ; and when a flood is expected, the obstructions are removed to afford an outlet for the surplus water.
Draw-door weirs, according to the Author's experience, have their sills placed considerably above the bed of the stream, greatly reducing the waterway; and this is still further contracted by the upright posts between which the draw-doors slide.
Movable weirs have been devised to remedy these defects in the ordinary draw-door weir; to hold up the water at a higher level in summer, for the purposes of navigation, where the erection of a lock is not considered advisable ; also, where a lock exists, to enable the navigation to be conducted intermittently, in very dry weather, by flushing, known in France under the term " 6clusBe." Flushing consists in producing a temporary artificial flood by the srdden opening of the weir, by which a convoy of boats, collected above the weir, are floated over the shallows below. A movable weir is, in fact, a barrier placed across a river for maintaining the water above it at any desired height in summer, and capable of being entirely removed, so as to present no obstrnction to the waterway in time of flood. The only form of movable weir in England, * A description of these weirs and of the ingenious modificntinns by Mr. tiou Works in India," at Chatham in 1875. [Minutes of with which the Author is acquainted, is the type which may be seen on the Upper Thames above Oxford, where long square wooden upright bars, called rimers, resting between wooden sills and walings, serve to keep in place a series of boards, or paddles, fastened to the ends of poles, which can be raised or lowered suecessively by one man. The rimers and paddles are heavy to lift, and the sills are considerably above the bed of the river.
Fouracres is
No description of any of the various kinds of movable weirs has hitherto been brought forward for discussion a t the Institution. Brief accounts of such works have been given in the Abstracts1 appended to the Minutes of Proceedings ; and the subject has also been alluded to in a Paper on '' The Eastern Canal of France,"' and in a Paper by the Author " On the Progress of Public Works Engineering in Foreign C~untries."~ A Report by of the up-stream gate, when raised, was supported on the top edge of the down-stream gate. When the water was withdrawn from beneath the gates, the down-stream gate fell flat down, and the up-stream gate, being no longer supported, fell on the down-stream gate.2 This first example of a movable dam has disappeared, and, according to M. Mal6zieux,3 its existence has been almost forgotten in America. The system has, however, been reproduced in France, with some improvements, a t the weir of Laneuville-au-Pont, on the M a r~~e .~ This weir is shown on Plate 2, Fig. 1 . The passage is 29 feet 6 inches wide. There are culverts in the side walls which connect the upper and lower pools, and also communicate by a side passage with the space under the gates. When i t i s desired to close the gates, the pressure of the water flowing in from above is temporarily removed by closing a movable shutter weir placed on the up-stream side of the gates. The lower sluice gates of 1,he culverts are closed, and the upper ones are opened, which causes the water to rush under the gates and raise them to the required height, where they remain fixed by suitable arrangements. The water continues to rise, filling the space between the upper gate and the movable shutter weir, till the level of the water on both sides of the shutter weir is the same, when the shutt,er, being relieved of the pressure on its upper side, and being hinged to the apron, falls down flat upon it. To open the gates it is only necessary to close the upper sluice gates of the culverts, and to open the lower ones, when the water under the gates, being shut off from the upper pool, flows down into the lower pool through the culverts, and the gates fall down. For closing Vide " Engineering News Chicago," vol.
,iv., p. 141 ; and " Histoire et Description des Voies de Communication aux Etats-Unis." Michel Chevalier, vol. ii., p. 464.
This type of weir is referred to by M. Cordier in his work published in 1828,
'' Essais sur la construction des Routes des Canaux et la Le'gislation des Travaux
Publics," vol. ii., p. cxxiii., in which he states that he had constructed similar ones in the Department du Nord.
VERNOX-HARCOURT ON WEIRS.
[Blinutes of the gates it is necessary to have a head of 2 fcct of water, and the time required for closing the gates depends on the time taken by the upper water in rising to this head after the shutter and lower sluice gates have been closed. The operation of opening occupies three minutes. The gates, according to this system, are not counterbalanced, and the friction at the heel-posts is considerable. The weir a t Laneuville cost 52,864.
FRAME, OR NEEDLE WEIR.^
This system consists of a series of wrought-iron frames, placed parallel to the current, turning 011 hinges fixed to the apron, and connected and secured when standing upright by movable horizontal iron bars, Wooden spars or needles (aiguilles), resting against the sill at the bottom and against the horizontal bars a t the top, form the dam which keeps up the water (Plate 2, Fig. 3) . Each frame is in the form of a trapezium ; the bottom horizontal piece has iron pins a t its extremities, turning in cast-iron sockets. The horizontal piece at the top serves to support a footway made with planks. The lp-stream side is vertical, and the down-stream side is battered. The whole frame is strengthened by braces in proportion to its height. The frames are placed a t intervals of about 3 or 4 feet, so that they may not be too heavy to be raised or lowered by the man in charge. The needles are removed by hand, one by one, when the weir is to be opened. The movable bars are drawn aside and the frames are lowered by means of chains attached to them ; the frames fall over one another into a recess in the apron, and leave the passage unohstructed. When the weir is to be closed, the frames are pulled up successively by the chains attached to them, the connecting bars are fastened to each pair of frames, and lastly, the needles are placed, one by one, in position.
The first weir of this type was erected by MM. Poiree and Chanoine, in 1834, a t Basseville, on the river Yonne. The second was put up at Decise, on the Loire, in 1836. I n 1838 a similar weir was erected a t Epineau, on the Yonne, of which a description has been published by M. Chanoine.2 The work was commenced in June and completed in September. The wooden needles were 22 inches by 13 inch, and 8 feet long, and the weight of each was 13 lbs. Each frame was made of bar iron, 18 inch square, forming a trapezium 7 feet high, 4 feet 7 inches wide at the base, and 4 feet 3 inches at the top. The frames were placed 32 feet apart. The length of the weir was 230 feet, and its height above t,he sill 63 feet. The weir cost 525 per lineal foot. Two men were employed in working the weir. The average time occupied i n removing a lineal yard of the weir was two minutes twenty-one seconds. Boats could descend when about 65 lineal feet of weir were opened, and ascend when about 50 feet were open.
Several similar weirs were subsequently erected on the Yonne,' but the distance between each frame was increased to 3 feet 7 inches, and they were made 7 feet 43 inches high. Both M. Poir6e and M. Chanoine devised methods for the rapid release of the needles mechanically,2 instead of raising each needle by hand, which enabled a weir, 130 feet in length, to be opened in fifteen minutes, instead of a t least an hour according t o the primitive arrangements.
In order to prevent the constant recurrence of injury from floods occasioned by fixed weirs on the SaBne, movable needle weirs were erected on that river between 1840 and 1845.3 These weirs were not erected, like those previously mentioned, for the purposes of navigation, but solely to afford a free passage along a side channel for the flood waters. Keedle weirs have also been erected on the Seine, the Marne, the Meuse, the Oise, the Cher, and the Allier.4
By the adoption of a contrivance for releasing the needles, the necessity for an overfall was dispensed with, and the height of the frames was increased up to 11 feet at the Martot weir.
Various objections have been made to this form of weir :5 (1.) The needles do not form a water-tight barrier. (2.) Their removal.and replacement is laborious, and a t times dangerous. (3.) They are liable to break and to be lost. (4.) When the water rises above the foot-bridge they cannot be removed ; an instance of this occurred at Suresnes in 1875.
Several expedients have been resorted to for remedying the first defect, such as stopping the interstices between the needles with hay, putting a second row of needles as covers at the front, or [Minutes of stretching a sort of curtain of canvas across the upper face of the needles. The second objection has been met by using a boat for removing the needles ; or by the releasing gear referred to above, and making the foot-bridge 3 feet instead of 2 feet wide. The size of the needles has been increased, and by attaching each of them t o a rope fastened to the frames, or ashore, they are readily recovered when released from the weir. One means of preventing the sudden submergence of the weir when closed is the establishment, of an overfall, which always formed an adjunct to the earlier needle weirs ; but an overfall is objectionable, both on account of its cost, and also because, when low enough to be thoroughly efficient, it tends to reduce the level of the upper water below the height to which the weir can retain it. Another remedy is to raise thf: foot-bridge, but this necessitates increasing the length, and conscquently the weight, of the needles. However, ordinary care, with timely warning of a flood, should suffice to prevent the occurrence of this kind of mishap. As the needles hare to be increased in thickness, as well as in length, when the head of water to be retained is greater, the weight of the needles increases rapidly with an increase in the height of the weir. Xow, although the needles can be released mechanically, they can only be replaced by hand; so the height to which such a weir could be canied is limited by the necessity of its being closed by needles not too heavy for a man to manage. This has, accordingly, led to the endeavour to substitute some barrier instead of the needles in the movable frame weirs, wbich is not so limited in its application. At the weir of Notre-Dame-de-la-Garenne, the height of which is S+ feet, the needles in some of the openings have been replaced by a sort of shutter, formed of a series of narrow horizontal boards, joined by hinges, and decreasing in thickness towards the top, which slides between the flanges of the front T-iron of the frames, and can be rolled up when the weir is to be opened.' This method is t,o be employed for closing the large new frame weir in course of construction a t Port-Villez, according to the designs of M. Camer6 ohe after another, by a crab placed on the foot-bridge. As the boards are removed in rows there is never a great fall of water above them, and consequently the lifting of the boards can be easily managed. The boards can be varied in thickness according to the head of water which they are required to support ; and the foot-bridge can be raised above all danger of submergence. These modifications remove the most import.ant objections to the movable frame weir, and enable the system to be adopted for greater heights than is possible with needles.
MOVABLE SHUTTER WEIR.^
A gate, turning on a horizontal axis a t t h e bottom, supported by a prop when raised for retaining a head of water, and falling flat on the apron when the prop is drawn aside, appears to have been used in the last century across an overfall on the river Orb.2 M. Thbnard erected movable dams across three overfalls on the river Isle, between 1832 and 1837, similar in principle to the one on the Orb, but having a second gate, placed above the dam, turning on a horizontal axis at the bottom and designed to fall flat, when opened, on its up-stream side.3 When the dam was to be raised the upper gates were lifted, and stopping any flow of water over the overfall, enabled the weir-keeper to raise the lower gates. The level of the water on each side of the upper gates was next equalised by opening valves in these gates, which could then be lowered.
M. Thbnard erected seven larger gates ( 5 feet 7 inches high and 3 feet 11 inches wide) at the St. Antoine weir, in 1843, with a narrow footway along the top of the upper gates, from which the weir-keeper could raise the lower gates.
This sort of movable weir, though only used on overfalls, resembles somewhat in principle the Bear Trap already described, the prop taking the place of the second gate. M. Thbnard intended to modify and extend his system ; but having retired, and being succeeded by M. Chanoine the gates of this type of weir, by using an hydraulic press placed below and connected to the centre of the underside of the gate. The press is supplied from an accumulator on the bank, the water being pumped into the accumulator by a turbine, turned by the fall of water at the weir. This contrivance was tried at the overfall of Brdl6e Island weir1 (Plate 2, Fig. 2) .
To obtain a system suitable for navigable passes a considerable modification of M. Thhnard's design was needed. This was accomplished by M. Chanoine in 1852,2 and carried into'execution at the weir he erected a t Conflans-sur-Seine. He first applied the term " hausses B bascule " (tumbling shutters) to hisinvention, which a t overfalls were made self-acting ; and subsequently the general term 'l barrage B hausses mobiles " (movable shutter weir) was given to this system, by which M. The'nard's had been previously designated.
M. Chanoine's system (Plate 2, Figs. 4, 5 ) consists of a gate or shutter, turning on an axis on its down-stream side, supported on the top of a wrought-iron tressel, resting on and hinged to the apron of the weir.3 The axis on which the shutter revolves is situated a t a distance of from one-t,hird to one-half of the height of the gate from the bottom. When the trestle is raised to an upright position and the shutter is closed, the shutter has a slight inclination of about one-eight,h of its length down stream a t t h e top, and abuts at the bottom against a projecting sill of the apron, being supported in that position by a strong wrought-iron prop fastened between two flanges projecting from the top of the tressel by a bolt, on which it turns. The prop, when supporting the shutter, is inclined at an angle of about 45" to the horizontal, and its lower end rests in a cast-iron shoe, from which it can be released by a sideways pull, produced by a bar with projections, L ' barre a talon " (tripping bar), laid across the apron and worked from each bank. When the prop is released it slides down in a groove along the apron, and the trestle and shutter, being unsupported, fall flat into a recess in the apron. The shutter is raised by a chain attached to its lower edge, wound up by a crab placed in a barge or on a footbridge. The shutter is kept in a horizontal position whilst being raised ; as soon as the trestle is upright, and the prop in position, the shutter can be allowed to close under the pressure of the wat,er, or, if necessary, is pulled up by a chain attached to its top. A weir on this system consists of two parts, namely, a navigable pass and a self-acting overfall weir. The navigable pass, 6he sill of which should be level with the bed of the river above the weir, is, for the sake of economy, made merely of sufficient width to accommodate the navigation. On the Upper Seine the sills of the overfall weirs are placed 1 foot 8 inches above the summer water level ; the widths of the navigable passes vary from 130 feet to 180 feet, and the widths of the overfalls from 200 feet to 230 feet. The position of the axis on which a shutter of the navigable pass turns is fixe& SO that the hydrostatic pressure on the upper portion is always less than on the lower portion ; whereas, for an overfall shutter the axis is so placed that, when the water rises to a certain h e g h t above the weir, the pressure on the portion above the axis overcomes the pressure on the lower portion and the shutter opens, assuming a horizontal position till the lowering of the water reverses the balance of pressure, and causes the shutter to close (Plate 3, Fig. 2) .
The first weir of this type, erected a t Conflans-sur-Seine,' and completed in 1858, has a navigable pass 1149 feet wide, and an overfall 85 feet wide. There are twenty-nine shutters across the navigable pass, each 7 feet 9 inches high and 3 feet 7 inches wide ; and twenty shutters across the overfall, each 4 feet 44 inches high and 3 feet 11 inches wide. The cost of the works amounted to ~€2,850. The time required for opening the navigable pass is three minutes, and for closing, on the average, one hour and eight minutes, the shortest time being forty-five minutes, and the longest a n hour and a half. The closing was performed by a winch, for working the chains, placed on a barge securely moored above the weir. The self-acting shutters of the overfall, when opened, are not generally lowered flat on to the apron, so that they can be readily closed by the weir-keeper, if it is advisable to shut them before the water has lowered sufficiently for them to close of themselves. The working of this weir was considered so satisfactory, that it was decided to adopt the same type for the twenty-nine new weirs to be erected for increasing the navigable depth of the Seine and Yonne between Laroche and P a r k 2 Similar weirs were erected about the same time for the navigation passes on the Marne, but a foot-bridge, carried on movable frames, was substituted for the barge to carry the crab for closing t h e ~h u t t e r s .~ L This alteration ' Vide "Annales des Ponts et Chaussces," 3rd series, vol. xviii., 1859, p. 197. * Ibid., 4th series, vol. si., 1S66, p. 180; and 5th series, vol. v., 1S73, Plate 3, Fig. 1.) A movable shutter weir and a lock adjoining were constructed in 1863-4. In 1869 it became necessary t o provide a larger navigation pass during the execution of some works at the lock. A channel was cut, about 115 feet in width, through the overfall weir, and movable shutters were placed across the channel, capable of retaining a height of 134 feet of water above the sill. The shutters across the original pass, which were 9 feet 10 inches high, had a width of 3 feet 11 inches, but in consequence of the increased depth of the new pass the width of the shutters across it was reduced to feet. The foot-bridge was placed on frames, 15 feet 9 inches high, similar to those used at the needle weirs ; and a crab, running along a tramway on the footbridge, was employed for working the chains attached to the shutters ; and the opening and closing of the pass has been performed in a perfectly satisfactory manner. The cost per lineal foot of this weir, as given by M. BoulC, is S62 16s.; but adding the cost of the foot-bridge, it amounts to S67 12s. M. Cambuzat has raised some objections to this system of weir, such as the liability of the t.ripping bar to be broken by stones or other obstacles getting into the grooves, preventing the lowering of the shutter, the oocasional breaking of the trestles from repeated falls on the apron, and the scour which a sudden opening of the shutters produces.2
Weirs very similar in principle are being erected on the Kanawha river in America. The only difference between these weirs and M. Chanoine's consists in the employment of an iron frame, enclosing the movable shutter or wicket, in the place of the trestles. The wickets in the movable weir erected a t Brownstoun, 8 miles above Charleston, are 13 feet 6 inches high, and 3 feet 8 inches wide,
DRUM W E I R .
This type of weir, invented by M. Desfontaines, consists of an upper and a lower paddle, capable of making a quarter of a revolution round a horizontal axis between them.3 (Plate 3, Figs.  3 and 4.) The upper paddle, when upright, forms the weir, and Vide "Annales des Ponts et Chauss6es," 5th series, vol. vi., 1573, p. 98.   Ibid., 4th series, vol. xiii., 1867, p. 135.   Ibid., 4th series, vol. xi., 1S66, p. 190; and Coursde Nayigation Inthieqre,"
de Lagreni, vol. iii., p. 295. the lower one, which may be made with advantage slightly the larger, is sunk in a closed recess below the apron, in the form of a quarter of a cylinder, in which it revolves, and from which the name '' drum " is derived. The weir is worked by the action of the water on the lower paddle, by letting in water from the upper pool, through sluices, into the drum above or below the lower paddle, according as the weir is to be closed or opened; and the water on the opposite side of the paddle escapes into the lower pool through sluices, the communication of which with the upper pool is cut off. When the.weir is closed, both paddles are vertical, and when open they lie horizontally, the lower one being a t t h e level of the bottom of the upper sluiceway, and consequently at a lower level than the upper paddle, which lies flat on the apron at the top of the drum. Owing to the space below the sill of the weir required for the lower paddle, this system is only suitable for overfall weirs. The first weirs of this kind were erected by M. Desfontaines a t Damery weir, on the Marne, in 1857, and a t Courcelles weir in 1861. Between 1861 and 1867 this principle was adopted at the overfalls of nine weirs on the Marne. The drum, which had an iron casing in the first two instances, was subsequently walled round with masonry. A detailed description of one of these weirs, erected a t Joinville in 1867, is furnished by M. Mal6zieux .l There are forty-two sets of paddles, 3 feet 7 inches high, and 4 feet 8 inches wide. To control the extent of the opening of the weir, M. Desfontaines hinged a sort of iron crutch to the lower side of the upper paddle. By means of a notched bar, placed across the apron below the weir, and capable of being moved up or down stream, the foot of the crutch can be arrested at any point when sliding down the apron during the lowering of the upper paddle, and the extent of the revolution of the paddle can thus be regulated. M. De'sfontaines has since attained the same object without the use of these crutches, by introducing sluices a t both abutments of the overfall. By opening or closing each of these sluices more or less, a t one side or the other, one or more of the paddles can be raised or lowered, and thus any desired discharge can be obtained over the overfall. The whole process of opening or closing the weir consists in raising or lowering a sluicegate, and consequently it might be possible to render this weir automatic, by connecting the sluice-gate with a float on the upper water. Gratings in front of the sluiceways prevent stones or rubbish washed down by the river from getting into the drums,
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VERNON-HARCOURT ON WEIRS.
[Minutes of and the abundant scour provided by the sluices keeps the drums clear of mud. The objections stated against this system are, that the masonry and ironwork require to be carefully executed, and that it is difficult t o obtain a greater height than 32 feet, on account of the depth below the sill to which the drum foundations have to be carried, which would also lead to difficulties in repairs.
. PONTOON WEIR.
M. Erantz, the inventor of this system of movable weir, states at the outset of the description he gave, in 1868, that all movable weirs should fulfil the following requirements 1. To be worked by the natural force of the stream, without cqosing the weirkeeper to danger. 2. To be ' under control. 3. To readjust automatically the little alterations i n level of the upper water. 4. To be capable of resisting a violent shock. 5. T o require for its erection merely such works as are ordinarily carried out on rivers. 6. To be fairly watertight. 7. To be applicable to greater heights than those of existing weirs. He appears to claim for his system that it fulfils the above conditions, and that it would be possible to apply it to a weir 23 feet high.
His description refers to a weir 10 feet in height (Plate Figs. 5 and G ) . The gate, or shutter, i s hinged to a wrought-iron pontoon, which rises or sinks in a cast-iron frame, forming a conduit, and is hinged to the top of the lower side of it9 so that both pontoon and shutter revolve on horizontal axes. The shutter is 9 feet 10 inches wide ; its length is 16 feet 4 inches; but, being inclined when closed a t a n angle of 30* to the vertical, its vertical height is only 14 feet 24 inches. The lower end of the shutter abuts against a sill, and its axis of rotation is placed 1 foot 4 inches above the centre of pressure. Near the top ofsthe shutter there are three small valves, 3 feet 16 inch high, and 2 feet 4 inch wide, turning on horizontal axes, and designed to be self-acting, so as to regulate the upper-water level when the weir is closed. The cast-iron frames, or conduits, can be put into communication with a reservoir (filled with water to the level of the upper pool when the water is high), or with the lower pool by means of sluice gates at their ends. When the weir is open the pontoon lies flat in the conduit,, with the shutter resting upon it, the communication with the upper pool being closed, and open to the lower pool (Plate 3, Fig. S) 
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ones opened ; the pontoon rises in the conduit, revolving on the axis at the lower end, and raises the shutter, the power of flotation of the pontoon being sufficient to overcome the resistance and friction of the water and the friction of the apparatus (Plate-3, Fig. 5) . To open the weir, the upper sluice-gates are closed and the lower ones opened, and the pontoon sinks into the conduit, dragging down the shutter upon it. A weir of this type was commenced at Port-Villez, on the Seine, but experiments, conducted on a large scale on the site of a proposed lock a t Bougival, showing that the pressure of water needed for raising the pontoon was greater than could be obtained from the upper pool, without lowering to too great an extent the water below, and that therefore additional water-pressure would have to be provided for the efficient working of the weir, it was decided to abandon this system of weir a t Port-Villez.
A movable weir of a totally different type to those previously described may be seen at the weir of La Monnaie, across a portion of the Seine at Paris. It was considered that an ordinary movable frame weir would be objectionable in the centre of Paris on account of its liability, when raised, to retain rubbish floating down the stream ; and that a weir at that place should be kept out of sight as much as possible. M. PoirBe accordingly designed, in 1853, a weir having three openings of 28 feet '3 inches, separated from each other by masonry piers. These openings are closed by wroughtiron cellular cylindrical segments. These segmental gates are connected a t each end, by six radiating iron bars, to pivots fixed in the piers which form t,he axes round which they revolve. To close the openings, the gates are raised through a small arc by chains worked from the piers, which operation is rendered easy by the gates being counterbalanced by weights in the piers. This weir having been designed for a special purpose, it will probably remain a solitary example of its kind. A drawing of it is given in M. Malkzieux's " Cours de Navigation." Full details of the different parts of the various kinds of movable weirs could not be given within the limits of one Paper ; but they may readily be obtained by reference to the numerous articles on the subject which have appeared in the "Annales des Ponts et Chausshes " from 1839 to the present time, and also in the " Cours de Navigation IntBrieure" of M. de Lagrene' and o f M. Malezieux, from which publications the Author has derived much information in preparing this Paper.
Vide '' Cows de Navigation lntkieurc." BT. Male'zieuu. Atlas, plate 41.
[Minutes of
It is difficult to arrive at a fair comparison of the cost of the different systems of movable weirs: the height of the weir, the nature of the foundations, and other circumstances, influence the cost of construction ; and the cost of maintenance is also variable. Mr. Forsyth in his Report gives the cost per lineal foot of twelve movable shutter weirs on the Seine, varying between 544 and 571, with an actual average of 553. Mr. Manning gives an estimate of the cost of a certain length of each kind of movable weir, which, taken per lineal foot, is as follows: Needle weir, 540; shutter weir, S56 ; drum weir, 550; pontoon weir, 580. According to M. de Lagren6, the average cost of the twelve weirs on the Seine referred to above is as follows : In reviewing the various systems of movable weirs, it appears that the bear trap is applicable merely to small heights; and though the opening and closing of the gates is performed by the water itself, the angle of inclination of the upper gate and the employment of a second gate render-the system expensive, and it will not bear comparison with the simpler systems which have succeeded it. The drum weir, though possessing the great advantage of being easily moved and regulated by the water introduced through the sluices, has hitherto only been employed at orerfalls, for which it appears to be very suitable. Owing to the depth below the actual sill required for the lower paddle and for the foundations of the drum, the expense such foundations would entail, if placed in deep water, and the cost of repairs, will probably preclude the employment of this system for weirs placed across the bed of the main stream.
The pontoon weir, though possibly applicable for considerable heights, has hitherto hardly been sufficiently tried to admit of its being fairly compared with the older systems; and its large cost will probably hinder its general adoption, though in principle it satisfies many of the requirements needed for movable weirs. The two systems that have been most extensively introduced, those of M. PoirEe 
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best types of movable weirs hitherto designed. The simplicity of the PoirCe system, the small number of its parts, and the small size of each element of the dam, and its cheapness, render it specially applicable where the head of water to be retained is small. Probably, also, the modifications proposed by M. Boul6 and M. Cam&& will extend its adaptability to considerable heights.l Where, moreover, the navigation is continuous, and the flow of the river regular, and where it is not necessary to work the weir at night, needle weirs answer perfectly.
But where the head of water to be kept up is large, the flow of the river torrential, and the navigation performed by flushing, the Chanoine system is the best. The needle weirs appear best adapted for heads up to about 8 feet, and sometimes, as at the Martot weir, where a needle weir is erected for the navigable pass, a shutter weir with a foot-bridge above is advantageously placed across the overfall, as the discharge of water can be better controlled by this method, and there is no danger of the weir being submerged when closed. On the Marne, shutter weirs are generally placed across the navigable pass, and the overfalls closed by a drum weir; whereas on the Upper Seine the discharge over the overfall is generally regulated by a self-acting shutter weir.
Rivers in England have been much neglected since the establishment of railways, and the consequent decrease in river traffic. Locks and weirs have been allowed to get out of repair, and weeds and mud have accumulated in the beds of the streams. Where weirs have been removed, to save the expense of maintenance, no attempt has been made to take down the side walls or aprons. Theoretically it might be dcsirable t o restore the rivers to their natural condition, and give the river bed a fall corresponding to the fall of the land ; but generally there is some navigation to maintain, or mills exist with vested rights, and the banks and adjacent lauds have been somewhat accommodated to the existing water levels.
The neglect and silting up of rivers and the extension of subsoil drainage are the causes of the floods which so frequeutly occur in river valleys. The existing sectional areas of the rivers being inadequate in most cases to carry off the flood waters, even in the summer months, require enlarging. This can be accomplished in two ways-either by raising embankments at the sides, or by loweriug and widening the bed. The former method would perhaps be the cheapest in the first instance, and an enlarged section be thus provided for the flow in time of flood, without any alteration being produced in the ordinary summer water level. When, however, it is considered that bauks once formed have to be maintained, and in ordinary cases periodically raised, that the banks of all tributaries and water courses have to be similarly raised near the main stream ; bearing in mind also the disastrous consequences that have. resulted from such a course, of which the destruction of Szegedin is an instance, and the gradual raising of the bed of the river which inevitably follows, as in the case of the PO and the Japanese rivers, the Author is cosvinced that, unless absolutely necessary, and where, as in the fen districts, no fall is obtainable, the embanking of rivers beyond the tidal portion of their course is most unadvisable.
The lowering of the bed and the widening at the sides afford the best and safest method of increasing the water-way, and of obtaining additional fall between locks. This course necessitates the alteration of all existing weirs, and the establishment in places of additional weirs to maintain the summer water level in dry seasons in the interests of navigation and of the riverside proprietors. The alteration of existing weirs would be indispensable in any scheme for mitigating floods, as the present weirs greatly impede the flow. Under these circumstances it appears to the Author desirable to investigate the types of movable weirs, so largely introduced in France and in Belgium, i n order to ascertain whether they might not be employed with advantage on English rivers. Movable weirs, when lowered, present no obstruction to the stream; they can be carried t o greater depths than the ordinary type of fixed weirs, and they can to a certain extent be made self-acting.
Nr. Forsyth and Mr. Manning, in their reports above alluded to, express opinions unfavourable to the adoption of movable weirs on the river Shannon; but the Author is of opinion that a subject which has occupied the attention and exercised the ingenuity of engineers in France for forty years, and has successfully borne the test of long practical experience, is well deserving the careful consideration of English enb' vmeers.
The Paper is accompanied by a series of diagrams, as well as by small scale drawings, from which Plates 1, 2 3, and 4 have been engraved. 
